About Dash:

Dash is the leading e-commerce and payments-focused digital currency, and the rising alternative to bitcoin. With over 1000% year over year growth in both value and trading volume since 2015, Dash has been consistently ranked in the top ten digital currencies by market capitalization and only one of the few offering safe, decentralized financial solutions to real world problems. Dash offers a form of money that is portable, inexpensive, divisible, and fast. It can be spent easily and instantly online at merchants across the globe, at much lower fees than credit and debit cards. With over 50 members on the development team and a unique blockchain mining and treasury model, Dash is the only major self-funded, self-governed organization in the cryptocurrency industry. This allows for constant development and funding for the entire project so community members can upload and vote on proposals, and if they are approved, they are paid for directly from the blockchain. Dash plans to unveil their landmark product Dash Evolution, the industry’s first easy to use decentralized payments platform in 2018.

About Texcent:

Texcent Asia is a Singapore based company that owns and runs mobile wallet PayCent. PayCent lets users to convert digital currencies to fiat and vice versa in real time basis. Users can hold Fiat, Dash, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, and Paycentos in the PayCent app. The company aims to bring digital currencies to the masses by enabling buying, selling and cashing out option on a single platform.

About BlockCypher:

BlockCypher is the leading Blockchain Web Services” company. Their web services enable blockchain applications to be built easily. BlockCypher takes care of the complexity of building and running blockchain infrastructure. BlockCypher is blockchain agnostic and runs multiple blockchains--open and private -- on the same infrastructure.